rom the beginning, critics have said that CI is unrealistic and too positivistic, and gives too little information to be a complete physical theory. Einstein and Louis de Broglie put forward alternatives that they believed were more realistic or more complete. In the opinion of many physicists, recent experiments have finally blown both of those suggestions out of the water, but the same experiments bring quantum mechanics out of the realm of the unseen and untouchable (atoms, nuclei, elementary particles) and into the realm of macroscopic objects we can handle -up to and including the whole universe itself.
In consequence, the need for viable interpretations of quantum mechanics that will come to grips with underlying reality and will try to deal with the problems of applying a basically statistical mathematics to the fate of single objects is even more strongly felt. In contrast, those who think of themselves as "realists," starting with Einstein and de Broglie and now including Cramer, want the wave function to represent something physical, and they want it to make predictions without the intervention of this deus ex machina, the observer.
Here is the importance of the observer in traditional quantum mechanics under the Copenhagen Interpretation. In a sense, the observer picks what happens. One of the unsolved questions is whether the observer's mind or will somehow determines the choice, or whether it is simply a case of sticking in a thumb and pulling out a plum at random. The question also arises whether the measure-ment creates a new state or whether it records a state (or thestate) of the system just prior to the measuring action. Eugene P? Wigner of Princeton (N.J.) University and Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, who has had a great deal to say on these topics in the past, remarked in the discussion: "The wave equation of a system cannot be determined by a measurement. Measurement creates a state, but the initial state [that is, before the measurement occurred] cannot be known."
These questions of what the observer does and what the observer can know illustrate what nearly everyone considers the major incompleteness of traditional quantum mechanics: It postulates this observer whose action is crucial, but it does not describe the observer, nor does it include the observer in the system. The recent reinterpretations, including Cramer's and one by David Deutsch of Oxford University, attempt to bring the observer into the theory and so try to solve the problem of uniqueness vs. statistics and how choices are made.
Weizsacker and G6rnitz want to bring the observer into the Copenhagen Interpretation, and for that purpose they have worked out an abstract quantum mechanics divorced from ordinary space and time and particles. With it they can talk about quantum states of the observer and apply quantum mechanics to states of mind. "A quantum state of an observeris it a meaningful statement?" Weizsaicker asked the Loyola conference, which met at Loyola University in New Orleans.
To make it one he has to do away with the distinction between mind and matter that Rene Descartes set at the basis of modern philosophizing. "There is no distinction between substances called mind and matter," Weizsacker said. As he conceded, this involves a "profound question of In ordinary electrodynamics we throw away the wave going backward in time as unphysical, but Cramer's interpretation is "satemporal" or four-dimensional; it treats time exactly as the three spatial dimensions. Going backward in time is no different from going left instead of right. In this view a physical interaction consists of the original object, the "emitter" sending a wave forward in time until it encounters another object or objects, the "absorber." The absorber sends a wave backward in time, and when this reaches the emitter, a transaction -as Cramer puts it, a handshake -has occurred, representing some physical happening between them. Although this action is described sequentially, and human beings have an ingrained tendency to take sequence as something temporal, this is not a temporal sequence. "Since the transaction is atemporal, . . . it makes no difference to the outcome or the transactional description if separated experiments occur 'simultaneously' or in any time sequence,"
